
PART NUMBER: LX-52-01

Pro.Fit logo and part number will be right side up and readable when installed.
TOOLS REQUIRED: # 2 Phillips screwdriver, hook tools, protective cloth, 10mm socket and driver, 

5/64” drill bit and drill, marking pen.
PARTS INCLUDED: Pro.Fit VSM®, instructions, three (3) #8 x 1/2” screws.
LOCATION: Right of Radio

WARNING:  Place a clean, protective cloth over the gear shift lever
before starting this installation.  Use extreme caution while working
on this vehicle.  It has wood grain panels that scratch very easily!

STEP 1. Begin by removing the lower panel that holds the seat
heater switches. Carefully insert a hook tool behind the panel and
gently pull towards you, releasing two (2) Heater clips, one (1)
each on the left and right side. (See photo #1). Unplug the
electrical connector on the back and set panel aside.  Locate and
remove the three (3) Phillips screws exposed by removing the
lower panel. (See photo #1). Open the panel that covers the CD
player by pushing on it.  Carefully insert a hook tool in the left and
then right corner to release two (2) clips.  (See photo #1). When
the clips are released, the panel will slide off.  Unhook the wiring
harness on the back and set the panel aside.

STEP 2. Removal of radio. DO NOT disconnect any wires to the
radio! Remove the two (2) 10mm bolts at the base of the radio,
one on the left and one on the right. (See photo # 1). Place  your
hand under the radio while pulling it forward.  There are two (2)
clips, one middle left and one middle right that will release as you
pull the radio out of its cavity.  (See photo # 2). Set the radio gently
aside.            

STEP 3. Place the VSM® against the dash pad as shown in     photo
# 3. The top of the VSM® will touch the bottom of the air vents
(Photo # 4) or the climate control panel (Photo # 5), depending on
if the car has GPS or not. Using the VSM® as a guide, mark the
location of the three (3) screw holes.  Drill three (3) pilot holes at
the marked location using a 5/64” drill bit and drill.  These holes
should be no more than 1/4” deep. Align the Pro.Fit VSM®
over the pilot holes, insert three (3)  # 8 x 1/2” screws and tighten.
Reassemble the dash in reverse order. 

This completes the installation of your Pro.Fit VSM®.
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PLEASE READ COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING THIS  Pro.Fit VSM®.
All instructions assume a drivers seat vantage point.  Caution is advised when removing and reassembling

wood or plastic parts of a dash.  Applying unnecessary force or  pressure may cause a piece to crack or break.
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PART NUMBER: LX-52-01

WARNING:  Place a clean, protective cloth over the gear shift lever
before starting this installation.  Use extreme caution while working
on this vehicle.  It has wood grain panels that scratch very easily!

STEP 1. Begin by setting the parking brake and putting the gear
shift into neutral.  Remove the gear shift bezel by inserting a hook
tool behind the lower left corner and pulling up gently, releasing a
retainer clip. There are eight (8) clips holding the bezel in place.
(See photo # 1). Work the hook tool from back to front until all
clips are released.  Lift the trim bezel over the gear shift and set to
the side.  Do not disconnect any wiring to the bezel.

STEP 2. Next, remove the climate control from the dash.  The
climate control is held in place with five (5) clips.  There is one in
each corner and one at the top and center of the climate control.
Insert a hook tool behind the lower left corner of the climate
control and pull outward, releasing a clip.  These clips are very
tight, so they will not release as easily as the bezel clips did.  Work
a hook tool around the climate control, pulling outward, until all
the clips are released.  Pull the climate control out of its cavity and
set to the side. DO NOT disconnect the wiring to the climate
control.

STEP 3.  Place the VSM® against the dash pad as shown in
photo # 2. The top of the VSM® will touch the bottom radio
module. Using the VSM® as a guide, mark the location of the
three (3) screw holes.  Drill three (3) pilot holes at the marked
location using a 5/64” drill bit and drill.  These holes should be
no more than 1/4” deep. Align the Pro.Fit VSM® over the pilot
holes, insert three (3)  # 8 x 1/2” screws and tighten.  Reassemble
the dash in reverse order. Put the gear shift into park and release
the parking break.

This completes the installation of your Pro.Fit VSM®.
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PLEASE READ COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING THIS  Pro.Fit VSM®.
All instructions assume a drivers seat vantage point.  Caution is advised when removing and reassembling

wood or plastic parts of a dash.  Applying unnecessary force or  pressure may cause a piece to crack or break.
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Pro.Fit logo and part number will be right side up and readable when installed.
TOOLS REQUIRED: # 2 Phillips screwdriver, hook tools, protective cloth,  5/64” drill bit and drill, marking pen.
PARTS INCLUDED: Pro.Fit VSM®, instructions, three (3) #8 x 1/2” screws.
LOCATION: Right of Climate Control.
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PART NUMBER: LX-52-01

Pro.Fit logo and part number will be right side up and readable when installed.
TOOLS REQUIRED: # 2 Phillips screwdriver, protective cloth, 5/64” bit and drill, dash trim removal tool DM-40-22.
PARTS INCLUDED: Pro.Fit VSM®, instructions, three (3) #8 x 1/2” screws.
LOCATION: Right of Radio

WARNING:  Place a clean, protective cloth over the gear shift lever
before starting this installation.  Use extreme caution while working
on this vehicle.  It has wood grain panels that scratch very easily!

STEP 1.  Start by removing the trim bezel right of the gear shift
lever. (Photo #1). Insert a dash trim removal tool under the bezel
and pry upward, releasing a retainer clip.  Move the tool forward to
release all the clips.  Set trim bezel aside.

STEP 2. Next, remove the vent panel located to the right of radio
and climate control module. (Photo #2). Insert the removal tool
behind the top of the vent assembly and pry outward, releasing a
clip.  Continue downward until all clips are released.  Pull the vent
slightly out of the dash cavity.  Disconnect the wiring to the switch
on the back of the vent.  Set the vent aside.

STEP 3.  With the vent removed, place the VSM against the right
side of the vent cavity.  (Photo #3). Align the center screw hole at
the same height as the center of the clip hole.  Slide the VSM into
the dash until it stops, and press against the right dash pad.  Using
the VSM as a guide, mark the location of the three (3) screw holes.
Set the VSM aside.

STEP 4.  Drill three (3) pilot holes at the marked location using a
5/64” drill bit and drill.  These holes should be no more than 1/4”
deep to avoid drilling completely through the dash. Align the
Pro.Fit VSM over the pilot holes, insert three (3)  # 8 x 1/2” screws
and tighten.  Reassemble the dash in reverse order, remembering to
reconnect the wiring to the back of the vent. 

This completes the installation of your Pro.Fit VSM®.
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PLEASE READ COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING THIS  Pro.Fit VSM®.
All instructions assume a drivers seat vantage point.  Caution is advised when removing and reassembling

wood or plastic parts of a dash.  Applying unnecessary force or  pressure may cause a piece to crack or break.
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